25th March 2015: Official launch of the F4 FIA Mygale in Mexico for the 2015 season in the Telcel theatre of Mexico city.
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25th of March is the official launch of the Formula 4 Mexican Championship for the 2015 season. Introduced as an ambitious approach helping emerging talents in Latin America, this new championship is part of an overall strategy to strengthen the development of the motorsports industry in Mexico and springboard young drivers who want to boost their careers and easier access to Formula 1.

The announcement has been led by President of NACAM and FIA vice-president, José Abed with, OMDAI secretary general, Jorge Abed but also Felipe B. Abed, RRK Motorsports / Mygale America chairman, Bertrand Decoster, Mygale chairman, Carlos Slim Domit, FIA senator and head of Escudería Telmex, and Francisco Moreno, Mi Banco chairman.

For the occasion, Formula 4 FIA had dressed its pretty orange dress colours of Mygale, for its introduction in front of the large Mexican audience come to welcome the awaited car.

Thus, after Australia, China, UK and Spain, it’s the turn of the Mexican championship to open its doors to all the NACAM FIA region and Latin America drivers. First debut races should start in October / November 2015.